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Creating a solar power system that is cost 
competitive requires high solar conversion 
efficiency as well as very low system costs. We 
report on a solar cell and system concept that takes 
advantage of microsystem technologies and 
scaling effects within solar cells to allow new 
levels of conversion efficiency and reduce total 
system costs. 

There are numerous scaling effects present in solar 
power systems related to the physical size of the 
solar cells. These scaling effects can provide 
fundamental solar cell performance benefits such 
as improved light capture and carrier collection. 
Scale effects also extend to the system level where 
system complexity can be reduced and performance can be enhanced. We are developing GaAs 
and crystalline silicon solar cells that are between 3 to 20 m thick with lateral dimensions down 
to 250 m [1]. Figure 1 is a scanning electron microscope image of representative silicon cells. 
We report on the performance of these cells and provide simulated device performance exploring 
various geometry and processing dependent parameters to optimization the performance of these 
very small cells.  

One particularly compelling use of these small cells is the creation of multijunction solar cells of 
normally incompatible materials through 3D integration techniques. Through this approach, we 
can eliminate fundamental challenges faced by monolithically grown multijunction cells such as 
non-ideal bandgaps due to crystal lattice matching requirements, non-ideal junction thicknesses 
resulting from current matching requirements, and spectrum dependent performance [2]. 
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Fig. 1 Photomicrograph of 20 micron thick 
crystalline silicon solar cells. Smallest cell is 250 

m across. The largest is 1 mm. 
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